
                  
Western Diaper Cake 
Items Needed: 

1pk Western Garland – Met Gold    Non Craft Items:   

1 3” White Flocked Stetson Hat    45-48 Small Diapers  

3 2”x 2” Baby Blocks – Baby Blue    1 Bottle  

1pk Baby Block Garland – Baby Blue    1 or 2 Pacifiers 

1pk  2yd Twisted Rope –Gold     1 Small Baby Powder 

1 7” Longhorn       1 Small Baby Oil or Baby Wash 

1 Rocking Horse – Baby Blue     2 or 3 Mini Wash cloths  

1 roll White Curling Ribbon 

12”  Cardboard Circle  

(Can find in Cake supplies or can cut from Foam Core) 

2yd Chocolate #9 acetate ribbon 

2yd Baby Blue #5 acetate ribbon 

Hot Glue 

 

Instructions: 

Bottom tier:  

Glue the twisted gold rope around the edge of the 12” Cardboard circle.  Cut 1” piece of the chocolate #9 ribbon and glue 

around both ends of rope to connect together.  See photo. Roll each diaper and tie with white curling ribbon.  Standing them on 

their side, 36 diapers will make the bottom tier of the cake.  Once you have the circle filled with diapers wrap a piece of chocolate #9 

ribbon around the center of the diapers and pull tight gluing ends together. Do not glue to the diapers.  Add baby blue ribbon to 

center of the chocolate ribbon.  Cut apart the western garland and the baby block garland. Alternate the western and the baby 

charms and glue to ribbon.  See photo. 

 

Top tier: 

This tier has 9 – 10 diapers, arrange diapers in circle and tuck the back legs of the longhorn down between the diapers, 

wrap a piece of chocolate #9 ribbon around the center of the diapers and pull tight gluing ends together. Add baby blue ribbon to 

center of the chocolate ribbon. Spell out “BABY” with the block charms and glue to ribbon, add western charms between. Glue the 

cowboy hat to the longhorn’s head. Wrap around the bottom of the top tier using the gold rope.  Once measured cut two pieces, as 

you will need one for the top and the bottom of this tier. Cut 1” piece of chocolate ribbon and glue around both ends of rope to 

connect together. See photo.  Set three large baby blocks on the left side of cake, taking off the lids. Add baby powder, wash cloths 

and oil in each of the blocks. (Anything a new mom can use) Tie the bottle on the right side with the White curling ribbon to the 

ribbon around the cake.  Add the rocking horse in front of the bottle. Set the pacifiers in the front of cake.   


